
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warragul
Friday, 23 Jun 2017

Weather conditions: Showery

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C Scott

Stewards: G Truett, M Lowe & P Zucca

Judges: P Tabone & R Berkhout

Lure Drivers: M Stevens

Starter: C Barnes

Kennel Supervisor: B Barnes

Kennel Attendants: R Lott & C Moran

Veterinarian: Dr B Backhoy

Race 1
WWR SAWDUST (DEBUTANTS)

6:58 pm
400m

Maiden

A pre-race sample was unable to be obtained from Laine's Bella, a post-race sample was subsequently
taken.

Billy Clover and Laine's Bella collided soon after the start.  Why Not Kylie and Agency Voilet collided soon
after the start.  Orlando Cruise and Billy Clover collided approaching the first turn, checking Billy Clover.
 Why Not Kylie and Agent Voilet collided on the first turn, checking Why Not Kylie, and severely checking
Agent Voilet.  Orlando Cruise and Laine's Bella collided approaching the home turn, checking Orlando
Cruise and Obama Rama.  Temnota clipped the heels of Why Not Dean approaching the home turn.

Obama Rama was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left foreleg
deltoid injury, a five day stand down period was imposed.

Race 2
MURPHY'S GREYHOUND COMPLEX

7:15 pm
460m

Mixed 6/7

A pre-race sample was taken from Royal Bruno.

Urana Smacko was slow to begin.  Kylie's Boy and Royal Bruno collided soon after the start.  Robs Rocket
and Little Kensi collided approaching the first turn.  Robs Rocket and Knightrider collided on the first turn,
checking Knightrider.  Lady Ching raced wide from the first turn until the home turn.  Knightrider clipped the
heels of Urana Smacko on the home turn.  Little Kensi and Knightrider collided approaching the winning
post.

Lady Ching was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left hindleg
triangle injury, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from May Haze - the winner of the event.

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Steward, Mr Paul Zucca, did not act in any official capacity for this event.

Race 3
HAVE YOUR SAY ON THE DRAFT

CODE
7:31 pm
400m

Grade 7

This race was delayed by approximately two minutes, due to track preparations and insufficient time
between races.

A pre-race sample was taken from Galloping Benny.

Reality Hawk crossed to the rail soon after the start and collided with Downtown Babe, Penny Lane Keats,
Galloping Benny and Blue Cat Wombat, checking Downtown Babe.  Penny Lane Keats and Blue Cat
Wombat collided on the first turn, causing Blue Cat Wombat to race wide.  Galloping Benny galloped on
Reality Hawk approaching the home turn, Galloping Benny faltered and lost ground as a result.  I'm Livin' It
checked off Wai Lin entering the home turn.  Penny Lane Keats and Reality Hawk collided approaching the
winning post.

Galloping Benny was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left
hindleg groin injury, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 4
MORLAND'S MEATS (1-4 WINS)

DAMSELS DASH
7:52 pm
460m

Restricted Win

Mighty Josiah was a late scratching at 11:00 am, due to illness (GAR 23).  A 10 day stand down period was
imposed.  Stewards will require a veterinary certificate before any future nomination will be accepted. 

A pre-race sample was taken from Lizzie Fields.

Missed My Stop crossed to the rail soon after the start, checking Aruma Girl and Soda Sky.  Miss Legality
and Spritney Beers collided approaching the first turn. Soda Sky, Miss Legality and Sonny's Honey collided
approaching the first turn.  Spritney Beers checked off Aruma Girl entering the home straight.  

Race 5
MEL'S KITCHEN (1-4 WINS) DAMSELS

DASH

You Bug Me was quick to begin.  Zulu Zoe, Star Of Anand and Wild Hunny collided soon after the start.
 Labuan Starfish and Ninetymile Holly collided on the first turn, checking Ninetymile Holly.  Star Of Anand
and Wild Hunny raced wide from the home turn to the winning post.



8:15 pm
460m

Restricted Win

Race 6
EAST IVANHOE GROCERS

8:32 pm
460m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Sir Roderick.

Special Member was slow to begin.  Challis Magic and Kisseemee collided soon after the start.  Amaroo
Gonzales and Select Opal collided soon after the start.  Sir Roderick, Kisseemee and Challis Magic
collided approaching the first turn.  My Mate Horse checked off Richo Richo Girl on the first turn.  Amaroo
Gonzales checked off My Mate Horse on the first turn.  Select Opal, Kisseemee and Challis Magic collided
approaching the home turn, checking Challis Magic, and severely checking Kisseemee.

Race 7
TOP RUN IMAGES (1-4 WINS)

DAMSELS DASH
8:55 pm
460m

Restricted Win

Shakey Jet was a late scratching at 5:50 pm, following a phone call from trainer, Mr John Jarkis, stating that
he had car trouble.   A 28 day stand down period has been applied to the greyhound, which will be lifted if
Mr Jarkis can provide appropriate evidence of the breakdown.  Trainer, Mr Jarkis, will be fined the sum of
$100 if evidence of the breakdown is not provided.

A pre-race sample was taken from Aston Grace.

Aston Grace and Elite Shiraz were quick to begin.  Zipping Maisy and Red Rocks collided soon after the
start.  Dynamic Rainbow checked off Zipping Maisy soon after the start.  

Race 8
BLUE STREAM PICTURES

9:19 pm
460m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was taken from What Planet.

Crash Reality and Booma Mikado were quick to begin.  Taking Flight, Corleone King and Celtic Fire
collided soon after the start, checking Celtic Fire.  Celtic Fire checked off Booma Mikado approaching the
home turn.

A sample was taken from Crash Reality - the winner of the event.

Race 9
AUSTRALIAN QUALITY PET FOODS

9:39 pm
400m

Grade 6

A pre-race sample was taken from Why Not Cory.

Zelemar Bomba was quick to begin.  Cosmic Chieftain and Knew It collided soon after the start.  Select
Danger checked off Ninetymile Heidi on the first turn, checking Why Not Cory.  Indira's Girl galloped on
Cosmic Chieftain, causing Indira's Girl to fall, and Cosmic Chieftain to lose considerable ground
approaching the home turn.

Cosmic Chieftain was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Indira's Girl was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left hindleg calf
injury, a five day stand down period was imposed.

Race 10
ENDEAVOUR LOCKSMITHS

10:02 pm
460m

Grade 5

Mr Kevin Podman, representative of Creative Cruise, declared a new weight of 32.5 kgs for the greyhound
in accordance with GAR 39(2).  Creative Cruise last raced at 33.7 kgs.

A pre-race sample was taken from He's Ma Bro.

Select Daniel was quick to begin.  Woodleigh Blaze, Adala Prince and Creative Cruise collided soon after
the start.  He's Ma Bro raced wide in the back straight.  Weldun Son and Creative Cruise collided
approaching the home turn.  Weldun Son and Woodleigh Blaze collided in the home straight.  He's Ma Bro
raced wide in the home straight.

Race 11
TAB - WE LOVE A BET

10:22 pm
400m

Mixed 4/5

A pre-race sample was taken from Ya Welcome.

Nellie's Lad was quick to begin.  Jimmy Vella was slow to begin.  Data Star, Hands To Myself, Ya Welcome
and Nellie's Lad collided soon after the start, checking Hands To Myself.  Blue Not Black and Nellie's Lad
collided on the first turn.  Data Star and Ya Welcome collided on the first turn.  Nellie's Lad eased
approaching the home turn, causing Blue Not Black to raced wide.

Nellie's Lad was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Stewards spoke to Mr David Baker, the trainer of the greyhound Nellie's Lad, regarding the greyhounds
racing manners approaching the home turn.  Acting under GAR 69(A)(1) Stewards charged Nellie's Lad
with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment. Mr Baker pleaded guilty to the charge, Nellie's Lad was
found guilty and suspended for 28 days at Warragul and it was directed that the greyhound perform a
Satisfactory Trial (all tracks), pursuant to GAR 69(A)(2)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 12
DRAFT CODE FEEDBACK ENDS

AUGUST 14TH
10:38 pm

400m
Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Miss Pepperoni.

Go Go Guru, Zipping Cuz and Aminya Shadow were slow to begin.  Galloping Ashley, Pistol and Miss
Pepperoni collided on the first turn, checking Pistol, and severely checking Miss Pepperoni.  Miss
Pepperoni faltered approaching the home turn, and tailed off.  Tobias Kelton and Aminya Shadown collided
approaching the home turn.  Go Go Guru galloped on Pistol approaching the home turn, causing Go Go
Guru and Pistol to fall, severely checking Tobias Kelton and Aminya Shadow, causing Tobias Kelton and
Aminya Shadow to lose considerable ground as a result.



Miss Pepperoni was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right
hindleg hock injury, a 90 day stand down period was imposed.

Go Go Guru was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a laceration to
the left hindleg foot, a three day stand down period was imposed.

Pistol was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right hindleg triangle
injury, a five day stand down period was imposed.

Aminya Shadow was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained left
metacarpal abrasion and left foreleg shin soreness, a five day stand down period was imposed.




